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DISCLAIMER

Orcinus (ORCAS) is not an investment. Orcinus (ORCAS) makes no promises and is not responsible for any

losses or errors use at your own risk DYOR. As everyone knows that cryptocurrencies have extremely high

risk and may result in total loss. Nothing on this site is investment advice. Do not trade this token if you cant

afford to loss. This is a meme and everything we offer on this website is intended for entertainment purposes

only. AII information contained should be independently verified and confirmed. We assume no liability for

any loss.

INTRODUCTION
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Orcinus (ORCAS) is a meme token that only

rewards investors for holding, the number of

rewards received will increase over time if

investors hold them longer. We are the safest

place for long and short term investors in the

meme category.

 

Orcinus is completely safe project. It has HIGH

SCORES on Token Sniffer, DexTools, and

StaySafu. Batcoin has a 9% buy and 9% sell tax,

4 of tax is paid to the holders of Batcoin

automatically. 3% fee of each transaction

(sell/buy) is distributed to marketing team of

Orcinus. 2% of fee is added to the liquidity. This

means that holders can earn more and more by

holding Orcinus in their wallets. 

 

Orcinus contract has been renounced. This

means that the contract cannot be changed and

no-one can take it away from the community.

This is due to the renounced contract and no

dangerous functions hidden in our source. 

https://www.batcoin.me/
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Orcinus (ORCAS) is a meme token that only rewards

investors for holding, the number of rewards

received will increase over time if investors hold

them longer. We are the safest place for long and

short term investors in the meme category.

4% Reflection:

Orcinus has a 4% Reflections on buy and sell.

It will strengthen us as holders.

Marketing Wallet 3%:

a strong marketing wallet is promising for the

future of Orcinus.

2% Auto-LP:

Our forever locked pool of liquidity will rise ever

higher.

1 about orcinus
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Name: Orcinus

Symbol: ORCAS

Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 ORCAS

Circulating Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 ORCAS

Ownership: Renounced

Liquidity: Locked for 1 year

Buy / Sell Fee: 9%

Reflection: 4%

Marketing: 3%

Liquidity: 2%

2 tokenomics
 

Contract Addres: 0x6Da5BFe611853036B507fad9E9D1717CD5c34915
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PHASE 1

PHASE 2

Whitepaper V1 Creation

BSC Smart Contract tests

Roadmap

Website launch

Pancekeswap launch

500 telegram members

500 holders

Community Meeting 1

New Website Launch 

Third party audit

Listing on Coingecko

Listing on CoinMarketCap

5000 telegram members

5000 holders

Marketing push with large influcers

Partnership Announcements

Community Meeting 2

https://www.batcoin.me/
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PHASE 3

Listing on CEX exchanges

More memes from community

Pancekeswap launch

10000 telegram members

10000 holders

Marketing push with large influcers

Partnership Announcements

Community Meeting 3

PHASE 4

Roadmap Review

Listing on CEX exchanges

More memes from community

+50000 telegram members

+50000 holders

Marketing push with large influcers

Partnership Announcements

Community Meeting 4

https://www.batcoin.me/


4 listings
 Batcoin listed on:

https://pancakeswap.finance/swap
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5 social accounts
 

Telegram

Twitter

Reddit

Instagram

9

Linktree

Youtube

www.orcinusorcas.com

https://www.reddit.com/u/OrcinusOfficial/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=ios_app&utm_name=iossmf
https://www.instagram.com/orcinus_official_orcas/
https://linktr.ee/orcinusofficial
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmuZoWnSEKlK6afhBI0jfJg
https://www.batcoin.me/

